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Abstract
Handshape is a key linguistic component of signs, and thus, handshape recognition is 
essential to algorithms for sign language recognition and retrieval. In this work, 
linguistic constraints on the relationship between start and end handshapes are 
leveraged to improve handshape recognition accuracy. A Bayesian network formulation 
is proposed for learning and exploiting these constraints, while taking into 
consideration inter-signer variations in the production of particular handshapes. The 
resulting handshape inference algorithm is evaluated using a dataset of 1500 lexical 
signs in American Sign Language (ASL), where each lexical sign is produced by three 
native ASL signers.
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Motivation and Overview
 Applications: Sign recognition and sign retrieval systems
 Translate input signing video to text 
 Query-by-sign system to retrieve relevant video from a database
ASL lexicon project: Teaching aid for sign language users and learners, retrieve signs 
from the lexicon that match an input query sign
 Goals: Person independence and scalability to large vocabulary sizes
 Approach: Leverage linguistic constraints on articulations in signing
Handshape,
Categorization of Signs in ASL
Fingerspelled signs often used for proper nouns and consist of a sequence of 
handshapes to spell out each letter in the English word
Classifier constructions consist of a handshape representative for a class (e.g., vehicle, 
human) combined with a movement expressing {verb/action/spatial relationship}
Monomorphemic Lexical Signs: An Example
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Handshape Co-occurrence & Variations in Monomorphemic Lexical Signs
Examples for { start, end } handshape co-occurrence, and handshape variations
HandShapes Bayesian Network (HSBN), Illustration of Proposed Approach
Learning Parameters in Proposed HSBN
HSBN Image Observation Likelihood
Dataset size insufficient to define a conventional kernel density distribution
o We use the nearest neighbor (NN) retrieved rank to define the observation density
Non-rigid image alignment to account for different anthropometric properties during NN search
o Efficient solution to the image alignment problem using spring-mesh spatial prior
Signs in the lexicon
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 Given a training set of N lexical signs
o With Ni instances for each sign 
produced by multiple signers
 Estimate model parameters
 Employ Variational-Bayes (VB) 
algorithm to incorporate prior  over 
model parameters
Query Database Alignments 
computed using 
proposed approach
Locally adapted 
spring stiffness in 
proposed approachDatabase Query
Comparison with 
MRF using Loopy 
Belief  Propagation
Computing bi-directional alignment for a { query, database } hand image pair
4.4s for proposed approach vs. 58s for LBP to compute the alignment
ASL Lexicon Video Dataset
 {1473, 1208, 1220}  lexical signs from three  native signers, 
o Linguistic annotations including {start, end} frames of each sign, {start, end} handshape and 
gloss labels were carried out using  a (beta version) of SignStream®3 [Neidle  et al.]
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Example Results and Evaluation of Proposed Approach
Handshapes 
in query sign
Inferred {start, end} handshapes: 
Top-5 inferred pairs are shown with correct match in green
Handshapes 
in query sign
Inferred {start, end} handshapes: 
Top-5 inferred pairs are shown with correct match in green
Lexical signs comprise the largest class of ASL signs
o Focus for this project: Monomorphemic lexical signs
o Signs can be 1-handed or 2-handed (i.e., dominant and nondominant hands)
o Handshapes are specified at the { start, end } of the sign for one or both hands
o Phonological constraints govern allowable handshape transitions and the 
relationship between the two hands
o Compound signs are composed of two or more morphemes
• Co-articulation effects are typically seen at morpheme boundaries
Plate representation of training set 
for learning HSBN parameters
 Non-rigid image alignment benefits handshape recognition
o Proposed approach improves simple NN accuracy over 
'no-spatial' , 'affine' and 'MRF-LBP' based alignment
o Order of magnitude speed-up over MRF-LBP (4.4 vs. 58s)
 HSBN inference improves results for all alignment methods
o Proposed alignment + HSBN 32% vs. 
No-alignment + simpleNN 18% for rank-1 retrieval
Handshape Recognition Results Summary
Dataset for HSBN experiments
HSBN training set :
Handshape 
annotations from 
all three signers 
excluding signs in 
the query set
Database set :
1019 { start and end } 
handshape images
Query set :
419  { start , end } 
handshape pairs
Handshapes in 
each row are 
ordered by 
frequency  of 
occurrence for 
transitions / 
variations in 
the dataset
